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the holidays are upon us, the children of tendu are spending more time at home, and
so we thought we would give you some ideas on the best gifts that any creative in the
world could give to you this holiday season. the gifts they give are; color, context,
color-context. this episode takes a look at the best gifts that a creative can give to the
creative, as well as the horrible gifts that go with it. if you're not having any problems
with gift giving, you might want to tune in for this episode as well. songs included: one
written by javi and one by jose. at the end, we have a version of "the twelve days of
christmas" that we sang with a children's choir to add some zing to it. also, on this
episode, you will see a call from one of our listeners with a question for the children of
tendu. and finally, the children of tendu would like to thank you for listening, and
encourage you to keep up with them through social media! and for keeping you
informed of what they're up to, like them on facebook at in this brand new episode, the
children of tendu discuss their transition from podcasting to television, and how they
have approached the logistical challenges of creating a show that goes from recorded
to airing live.. and it doesn't stop there, they explain in detail how they are adapting
their show for a television platform! as the children of tendu prepare to begin their
transition from podcasting to television, javi and jose address the question at the heart
of any creator in the golden age of television: how do you make a living in this
business? they lay out their reasons why they have chosen to write for television over
other media, and discuss how they are using kickstarter to finance their next
adventure!
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usually, a story is what is called a "flashback", recounting events long past and thus
usually irrelevant to the new story. this paper is often the climax of the paper.

however, it is not a topic on plot. it is a topic on character, and character is the key
topic in a paper. the buildup is the sequence of events from the beginning to the

climax. every story can be divided in to three different parts: exposition, rising action
and climax. the climax of the story is the most powerful moment of the story. it is the
point at which everything starts to fall into place and the climax of the story.. plot is
the overall chronological structure of a story. the main plot can be used to organize

the dramatic structure of a story. main plot is the general scheme or plan of a story; it
includes the type of plot or the type of story. a story may be considered as having a

problem and a solution. the problem and solution appear in the story at the beginning
and end. in this special episode of the podcast, the children of tendu speak with

anthropologist, film-maker and comics enthusiast catherine moreno as she discusses
the benefits of comic books for social change, gender balance, the history of the

medium and more! hot off the heels of their tour of australia, the children of tendu
return to the studios of kudat fm in langkawi in malaysia to discuss their experience

with the audiences in the three countries, speak about the differences between
malaysian, indonesian and australian audiences, and reveal some of the comic

highlights from their two-month tour. 5ec8ef588b
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